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Afoot and with joyous heart,
Come let's take the open road
ahead!

Through starlit nights with guiding
light, they belong to us.
For we are the seekers of new
directions.

Come, let's walk into the sunshine
ahead!

A note from the author of the adaption:

“The thought by itself, 
is of modest significance. 
It becomes a defining moment, 
as it finds itself grounded on 
wisdom.

This poem evokes the thought:
Do not always follow where,
the path may lead. 
Go instead where,
at times there is no path, 
and leave a trail......”



Strange are the ways of life,
Our acts leading to personal strife.
Anger; hurt, through mists of tripe;
Imagine, why such deep angst?

Let's discover new pathways,
A new thinking, new findings.
Renewed perspectives; 
approach to life, 
New journeys on pathways with love.

Through sun and sleet, 
dust storms and rain,
Through the woods, let's journey
Shut to the night, hushed in twilight.

The shadows that seem long,
As the evening settles in a hush.
Let's take the merry road ahead,
That stretches without wilful rest.

A new era of dawn; 
new way of life.
New voices; new wonder.
Let's walk the merry road ahead,
New trails that lead yonder.



The moon pulls hard and strong,
For surging seas like ceaseless life.
Like ebb and tide, like every breath,
With grit and courage, brave
the road ahead.

Set in our ways, are we afraid 
of new heights?
Take that leap, over age-old hurdles.
It's time to dust those vanes,
That churn the windmills of the mind.

We must whimper no more,
ask for nothing entail.
Be done with complaints,
let's travel this buoyant new trail.

What are we seeking?
Where are we headed?
New routes of life?
New journeys with love?

Let's seek our own dreams
Take to new undiscovered
possibilities.
Let's surrender our wisdom,
And realise the path of the free.
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Come, let's light a new flame of life.
Sit around a new bonfire tonight.

Under starlit nights that 
will be the same.
Yet, let the fires that stoke it, 
light anew and bright.

Come, walk the merry new path
New roads to new directions.
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